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riminal law treats drunkenness in bizarre and inconsistent ways: as an aggravation to a charge of reckless driving, but potentially a mitigation to a charge of assault. That inconsistency illustrates some of the con ceptual and practical difficulties of adapting essentially liberal institutions to situations that do not conform to the axioms of liberal thought. In particular, liberalism finds it hard to deal with the behavior, and to serve the needs, of those who do not conform to the axioms of individua lly se lfinterested rationality. Intoxicated persons are more in need of paternalist care than healthy adults are assumed to be; it is as if intoxication temporarily transformed adults back into children while leaving them with the physical and socia l capacities and the legal independence of adults. Liberal institutions are ill fitted to deal with this fact. Addiction challenges the assumption of se lfcommand and the institutions built around it in different but no less profound ways. It should, then, come as no surprise that otherwise liberal soc ieties and polities restrict the distribution and consumption of intoxicating and potenWill Brownsberger. David Boy um . and Lesley Friedman read the manusc ript in vari ous stages and made helpful comments. Jamil Jaffer provided able research assistance .
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tially addictive chemicals in ways that go beyond the simple protection of third parties. The liberal regime assumes that healthy adults are capable of taking care of themselves and that they are willing, under appropriate inducements, to respect the interests of others. When those assumptions di verge sharply from reality. action should reflect different assumptions . One argument for paternalist intervention into intoxication is to avoid the need that would otherwise arise to build paternalism into other policies to provide protection for and from intoxicated persons. But the proposition that paternalist intervention is justified does not entail the proposition that it will be done well. Indeed, one would expect that a liberal sociery trying to act paternalistically would, like a horse trying to swim. do so rather clumsily. Nor would that expectation be disappointed . Discourse and practice with respect to drug policy are confused and disjointed . Neither the nature of the divergences between actual behavior and the rational -actor model nor the problem of how to design policies to close that gap has been accurately grasped. The resulting policies have been both less effective and more expensive in money and in needless suffering than they might have been or ought to be. Correctional policy faces an analogous problem . Crime-at least the varieties of crime that often lead to arrest and punishment- tends to attract those who are reckless and impulsive rather than those who fit the model of self- interested rationality. That simple observation has strong implications for efforts aimed at both deterrence and rehabilitation, but those implications have either not been drawn or not been acted on. Moreover, the obvious opposition of interest between offenders and everyone else has been allowed to co ncea l from the public consciousness the common interest in improving Offenders' capacities for self-command . But it is at the junction hetween drug abuse and criminality in the lives of drug- involved offenders where the failure of policy is greatest. The relatively small number of offenders who are frequent, high-dose users of coca ine. heroin , and methamphetamine account for such a large proportion both of crime and of the money spent on illicit drugs that gettin g a handle on their hehavior is indispensible to the task of getting a handl e on s treet cri me and the drug markets. Yet current policies for dealin g with them ignore everything we know both about addiction and ahout deterrence . This chapter is ahout how to get paternalism right in managing druginvolved offenders. It will develop the following propositions:
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- The assumption that healthy adults are capable of acting rationally in their own interests matches reality only imperfectly. - The divergences between actual and normatively rational behavior are greater than usual with respect to the use of intoxicating and potentially addictive chemicals. - Those divergences are greater among the population of frequently arrested offenders than in the population at large. - The overlap between the offender population and the population of heavy users of expensive drugs is very wide. - The 3 million or so persons who are both heavy users of expensive drugs and involved with the criminal justice system account for large proportions of criminal offenses and consumption of expensive drugs . - Continued use of expensive drugs among offenders is linked with continued high rates of criminal activity. - Illicit street markets cause enormous social damage. Reducing demand in those markets would reduce that damage. - For the reckless and impulsive, deferred and low-probability threats of severe punishment are less effective than immediate and high-probability threats of mild punishment. - Current practices for dealing with offenders rely too much on severity at the sacrifice of certainty and immediacy. - The probation and parole systems are the key to managing the population of drug-using offenders. Abstinence from drug use ought to be made a condition of continued liberty, and that condition ought to be enforced with frequent drug tests and predictable sanctions. I - The benefits of mounting such a program would far outstrip its costs and the benefits of any other program using comparable resources that could be initiated against drugs and crime. - The administrative and political barriers to instituting thi s kind of program are formidable but not insurmountable.



The Phenomenology and Politics of the Drug Problem Taking drugs can create problems for those who engage in it and for those around them . It can damage health ; lead to irresponsible, reckl ess, criminal , or violent behavior; and create the self-sustaining mi sery of addiction.
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Drug control measures create problems of their own . Any severe regu lation will generate attempts at evasion . If those attempts are not punished. the regulation becomes no more than a suggestion . If they are punished. the punishments themselves create suffering. and violence may be added to evasion as lawbreakers struggle to avoid capture. In either case the existence of markets not governed by law may lead to intramarket violence. with predictable endangerment of nonparticipants. In addition. the higher pri ces created by regulation (of which prohibition is the extreme) can generate robbery. theft. prostitution. and other crimes to pay for expensive habits. Weighing these problems as they appear under contemporary U.S . conditions. one sees the two licit drugs, alcohol and nicotine. accounting for much more of the damage than one would guess from reading political discussions of the drug problem . Between them they are responsible for 500.000 deaths a year (400.000 for nicotine, 100,000 for alcohol) .' No comparable calculation- taking into account chronic health damage as well as acute overdose- has been done for the illicit drugs, but even a full tally would not come close to these enormous figures . Cigarette smoking is the dominant drug-related source of health damage; alcohol dominates the problems of intoxicated had hehavior and addiction . The illicit drugs come up far behind . Still. the damage associated with illicit drugs and their control is impressive enough : - several million dependent users;2 - an illegal industry generating tens of billions of dollars in revenue;J - recent cocaine or heroin use by nearly half of all those arrested for serious crimes in big cities;" - hundred s of thousands of people. many of them very young, regularly committing felony drug-selling offenses; ~ - enormous (though not well -measured) amounts of violence associ ated with drug transactions. or at least with weapons obtained for use in and with the proceeds of drug selling; - neighborhood disruption caused by the disorder and violence of open illicit markets; - $30 billion to $35 hillion. out of a total national enforcement budget of $110 hillion. spent on enforcing drug laws;~ - 350.000 persons behind bars for drug sales or possession 7 out of a total national prison -plus-jail population of 1.4 million ; ~ - injection drug use a strong second to sex in the transmission of HIV,9
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All this damage is highly concentrated in poor urban neighborhoods with primarily ethnic-minority populations. (Two-thirds of those admitted to state prisons for drug offenses are African American.)IO Cocaine and heroin (and in some places methamphetamine) are the illicit drugs most closely associated both with crime by users and the violence and disorder surrounding drug dealing. Persons dependent on cocaine and heroin dominate the publicly supported treatment systems. Yet gauging the drug problem in the United States by a content analysis of the political debate, one might easi ly conclude that marijuana use among teenagers was the primary problem. Making marijuana control the centerpiece of national drug policy is rarely advocated in so many words, but the focus is implicit in the use of survey data on the prevalence of illicit drug use, especially among teenagers, as the primary measure of the extent of the drug problem. Because marijuana is by far the most widely used of the illicit drugs, focusing on the total number of users of any illicit drug means in practice focusing on marijuana. This disconnection between phenomenon and discourse is no accident. The politics of the drug problem is dominated by the fears of middle-class parents that their children will fall victim to drugs (not, for this purpose, defined to include alcohol, the most widely abused intoxicant among teen agers as well as adults). The illicit drug most widely used among teenagers is marijuana, and it is therefore marijuana that parents fear. Their fear is not to be mocked. At its worst in 1978, when more than one high school senior in ten reported using marijuana twenty or more times a month, the situation was not a tolerable one for these students, or for those trying to raise them, teach them, or learn with them. II Despite the absence of a marked physical withdrawal syndrome, persistent heavy use of cannabis can be a hard habit to shake, and although it rarely produces the concentrated misery of heroin or cocaine addiction or of alcoholism, it is more than bad enough to worry about. For a variety of pharmacological and sociological reasons, however, marijuana forms only a small part of the crime-violence-disorder-prison drug problem. That problem centers on cocaine, heroin, and methamphe.tamine, and it is to that problem that this chapter addresses itself.



The Conceptual Basis of Paternalism All paternalist interventions rest on one primary insight: that there are large and systematic d ivergences between the actual behavior of some hu -
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man heings , or of human beings generally under some circumstances, and the canons of rationally self-interested action as microeconomists understand them . The assumption that healthy adults are always or almost always capable stewards of their own well -being, or at least will achieve better results on their own than could be produced by any practicable system of outside interference, is basic to American social and political thought. Those who are called conservative tend to embrace it with special vigor in the economic realm, while those who are called liberal tend to insist on it more particularly as it applies to expression, sexual conduct. and family structure. '2 Wherever applied, the assumption that individuals have sufficient wit and self-command to control their own actions in their own interests has powerful implications, in particular that freedom and facilitation are the sole means of helping individuals, leaving no role for authoritative restriction except protecting them from one another. If given a choice among options, a rationally self-interested person is capable of choosing the best. Adding options will at worst leave the person's well -being unchangedthis will be the case when none of the new options is as good as the one that would have been selected from the shorter list-and will improve well being whenever one of the new options is chosen instead . By the same token, subtracting options will at best leave well-being (what the economists call welfare) unchanged, and any change will be for the worse. Replacing any option with one more preferable, for example by reducing the cost associated with some benefit, in effect expands the range of choice and thus, on the rationalist assumption, can only do good. Replacing an option with one less preferahle, for example by increasing cost, can only do hann . This is -the argument that underlies John Stuart Mill's case for perfect liherty as applied to "se lf-regarding actions": if it is the nature of human beings to make good choices for themselves, there is no gain to be had in regulating their actions except where those actions affect others. D Forbidding someone to do something he would like to do, or imposing a cost on doing so, cannot make the pe rson better off. It should only, in this argu ment. be engaged in when it can make someone else better off to an extent that more than co mpensates both for the loss to the person restricted and the soc ial overhead costs of making and enforcing such restrictions . One familiar challcnge to Mill lies in the definition of the domain of se lf-regarding actions . ramilies, governments, charities, and insurance companies all tend to sprc,!d ri sk hy calling on those with greater resource~ and
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fewer needs to help those with fewer resources and greater needs. Within that web of risk and resource sharing, a wide range of choices that Mill would think of as self-regarding, such as the decision to get up in the morning and go to work, come to have important effects on the well-being of others. Fashion effects-instances in which people desire not to satisfy their own tastes but to be in step with conventional behavior- similarly narrow the range of activities that can properly be viewed as purely self-regarding . If we all wear shoes that hurt our feet when we walk, or fail to wear helmets to protect our heads when we bicycle, because doing otherwise would be unfashionable rather than because we like bunions or concussions, then requiring everyone to wear sensible shoes or helmets can improve everyone's well-being. The paternalist challenge cuts even deeper. If I am not a perfectly rational actor as regards my own interests- if, for example, I have a tendency to procrastinate or to eat too much fat- increasing my range of options by offering me beef Wellington as an alternative to boi led tofu or a good mystery to read as an alternative to writing this chapter may make me worse off by inducing me to make a choice not in my best interest. Recognizing temptation as an important feature of life will radically expand the number of possibly useful policies. One can, imperfectly, divide the sources of less-than-rational action into two categories: cognitive and behavioral. Cognitively, when rational ity demands calculation, someone who gets the calculation wrong may act in ways not conducive to his goals, whether in a paper-and-pencil exercise or in life. But even a completely correct cognitive picture of the relationship between actions and results is not, by itself, enough to ensure rational behavior. There may also be gaps between what a person cognitively un derstands as rational behavior and the way that person actually behaves. Thomas Schelling has called these gaps "failures of self-command."14 Aristotle called the problem akrasia (literally "weakness," but usually translated as "weakness of will").IS Casual empiricism and results from the psychology and behavioraleconomics laboratories alike suggest that subt lety, delay, and uncertainty are all potential sources of divergence between rational -actor models and actual performance. If some commodity or service that I consume affects me in ways that are not obvious, my behavior toward it may not take into account all of the costs it imposes. Even if [ am aware cognitive ly of subtle effects, they may not have much effect on my behavioral responses: an
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activity with obvious pleasures and hidden costs may be overindulged in even hy a subject who at the cognitive level "knows better."'h Similarly. if the benefits of some activity arrive right away and the costs are delayed. there may be a mismatch between actual behavior and the hehavior that a rational actor would choose, with present costs and ben efits getting excessive weight compared to delayed ones. 17 Consider offering a six -year-old the choice between a candy bar today and two candy bars a week from now. Then consider offering that same child the choice between a candy bar six months from now and two candy bars six months plus one week from now. In each case the choice is the same: he can wait a week to get two candy bars rather than one. If the choice and the opportunity to have a candy bar right now is immediate, the child is likely to take the smaller. quicker reward in preference to the larger, slower one. If the choice must be made now but the result is deferred, the child, no longer dazzled by the prospect of immediate gratification, is likely to prefer to wait. This preference reversal cannot be accounted for by the standard economic theory of rationally discounting future benefits . Learning to have the capacity to defer gratification will improve the child's prospects in life. Assisting in the development of that capacity is a crucial element of the parental function . The problem of impatience and temporal myopia is. of course, not confined to children . Consider how your diet would change if you were to make all decisions about what to eat a day in advance. or how much effort you waste due to procrastination . Behavior in the presence of risk presents a different set of problems. A rational person in the economic sense ought to be somewhat risk averse, that is, unwilling to accept a gamble with an equal chance of winning or losing the same sum if the sum is large compared with the person's total income or wealth . That follows from the capacity to budget. Because a rational person will spend money or other resources on the most pressing needs first. each additional dollar spent should deliver less and less additional satisfaction (the technical phrase is declining margillal utility of inrome). Applied statistical decision theory provides a complete normative account of rational hehavior under uncertainty.'R But actual behavior in the presence of risk turns out to match more closely an inconsistent set of axioms known as prospect theory. Prospecttheoretic behavior is risk averse in gains but risk loving in losses; an even chance at douhling a gain of $100 will be rejected. but a chance to play double or nothing with a $100 loss will be accepted. In effect. prospect-
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theoretic behavior pays more attention to the frequency of gain or loss than to the magnitude of what is gained or lost. This can lead to inconsistent choices depending on how the issue is verbally framed . '9 Learning to pay attention to hidden costs and benefits, to delay gratifi cation, and to avoid unwise gambles are all important parts of growing up . The capacity to act well in such circumstances is not innate, and no one acquires the appropriate skills easily or perfectly. Classically, they are reckoned among the virtues. The capacity to endure present pain or danger when endurance is called for is named courage. The capacity to resist the lure of pleasure when accompanied by subtle costs is called temperance. The capacity to reckon with risk is part of prudence. The capacity to assimilate delayed costs or benefits into current actions is called foresight . Prudence and foresight together make up wisdom. (The fourth classical virtue after courage, temperance, and wisdom, justice. takes us beyond rational self-interest to consider the interests of others.)20 In wealthy societies, divergences from individual rationality in the economic sense will tend to be more frequent and severe among the poor than among the nonpoor, with causal arrows pointing both ways. In one direction the conditions of mass poverty amid affluence are not conducive to developing or maintaining prudence, foresight, or temperance. In particular, the lack of predictability in the relationship between actions and results tends to be highly demoralizing. (See Orwell's description of the impact of temporary poverty on the behavior of an Eton graduatl! in Down and Out in Paris and London.)21 In the other causal direction, imprudence, improvidence, and intemperance all have poverty among their possible consequences. As a result, paternalism will have special importance in policies relati~g to the poor. But given the deep roots of departures from rationality, it would be a mistake to assume that the appropriate reach of paternalism extended only to recipients of public income-support payments. There are many examples of such deviations. and of opportunities for interventions to improve wellbeing, among the non poor as well. To be sure, identifying a behavioral divergence from indi\!idual rationality is not sufficient to establish the desirabiliy of a paternalist policy. Public decisionmaking is fallible, perhaps more fallible than private decisionmaking. If I am a bad steward of my own welfare, how good a steward am I, or the officials I help elect, likely to be of another's? More over, actually putting paternalist policies into practice involves restricting choice and imposing costs, which remain in general welfare -reducing ac -
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tions . To all this must be added the costs of administration, the costs of punishing violators of paternalistally imposed rules, and the damage done by the rule-evasion behavior of those who find their desires thwarted for (assertedly) their own good . To fully justify paternalist intervention, it will he necessary to find instances in which the divergence of actual behavior from individual self-interest is large and systematic and the costs of intervention are smaller than the gains. One should also ask of any paternalist intervention whether it tends to ameliorate or exacerbate the deficits in self-command that give rise to the need for such intervention in the first place. Improving someone's shortterm well -being at the expense of his future capacity for self-management will usually be a bad bargain . This resembles the more familiar problem of whether formal social controls tend on balance to reinforce or displace informal social controls. A likely place to look for instances in which paternalist interventions will be worth their costs is at points where behavior that is likely to be hannful to personal welfare intersects with behavior that is likely to damage others . Criminal activity is one such intersection; the excessive consumption of intoxicating and addictive chemicals (licit or illicit) is another. Picking out these areas of behavior for special scrutiny need not rest on the assumption that all criminal behavior or all drug taking is either irrational or socially damaging . It requires only that irrationality and external harm are more densely concentrated around crime and drug taking than around, say. home repair and bowling. Where drug taking and criminal activity meet. in the drug consumption of those nominally under supervision by one or another element of the criminal justice system. the case for some sort of paternalist intervention seems especially strong. For a combination of conceptual and organizational reasons. the United States has developed policies toward drug taking hy offenders that diverge dramatically from a sensible paternalist prescription . Although the laws nominally require abstinence from illicit drugs on the part of persons under criminal justice supervision. that requirement is enforced with infrequent tests and sporadic but occasionally severe sanctions . Such an enforcement strategy implicitly assumes the capacity of its subjects to make rationally self-interested choices about their drug taking when faced with small and temporally rather distant probabilities of large unwanted consequences. A sensibly paternalist alternative would recognize that those whose
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drug habits have brought them into trouble with the law are less likely than average to be able to adjust well under such randomized severity. Higher probability- ideally the virtual certainty-of small penalties and perhaps the promise of small rewards for continued good conduct will be more effective in shaping behavior. The combination of high probability and low severity will also generate less total punishment, to the benefit of the useroffenders and the rest of the community alike. The potential gains from an effective paternalist intervention to decrease the use of illicit drugs by persons on probation or parole are large compared with the returns available from investing comparable resources elsewhere in the criminal justice system or elsewhere in the effort to control drug abuse. Such a program would therefore repay the substantial in vestment in rethinking policy and building organizational capacity required to make it a reality.



Drug Taking as a Special Case If the most appropriate targets of paternalist interventions are areas of conduct in which there are large and systematic divergences between actual behavior and rationally self-interested behavior, and in which those divergences damage not only the decisionmakers but others, it should not be surprising that drugs have been singled out from among other commodities and activities as the focus of special rules . Taking drugs challenges the axioms of the rational -actor model in two ways: intoxication, which involves failures of self-command once under the influence, and addiction, which involves failures of self-command over drug taking itself. Neither form of failure is inevitable, but both are more or less characteristic of many consumers of almost any pleasurably psychoactive drug. Some, but by no means all, drug-induced states cause some, but by no means all, of those subject to them to act with less regard for consequences than they would act if sober. This liberation from the chains of calculated behavior may be one of the desired effects of taking a drug , as is frequently the case with alcohol. The fact that intoxication is a socially recognized phenomenon provides a layer of insulation between intoxicated behavior and personal reputation and thu s an additional source of behavioral free-
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dom . However. unless special care is taken about times, places, and circ umstan ces. the results of intoxicated behavior may cause profound regret, not only for the intoxicated person but also for those around him. This effec t of drug taking has been referred to as behavioral toxicity. Its nature and extent vary profoundly from drug to drug , from user to user, and from circumstance to circumstance in ways only imperfectly understood. The ordinary mechanisms of social control, formal and informal, on which any open society must rely depend on the foresight and caution of those subject to that control : depend, that is, on their acting more or less according to the canons of rational self-interest. By making people less rational , intoxication makes them less controllable, reducing their capacity to respond to the promises and threats embodied in the institutions of social control. (This effect helps explain why laws against drunk driving are so hard to e nforce: the very drunkenness that creates the prohibition on driving redu ces the de terrability of the potential violator.) Addiction. like intoxication, represents a departure from the self-interes ted se lf-command ascribed to healthy adu lts by standard economic theory. Although Gary Bec ker and Kevin Murphy have shown that a rational person might c hoose to consume a dependency-inducing drug and might become depe ndent on it. their account of " rational addiction" bears only a limited resemblance to addiction as it is actually encountered. 22 There are descriptions of long-term heroin users deliberately going through withdrawal in order to run them selves back down the curve of dependency so they can have the pl easure of running hack up again Y But the typical account of a relapse with alcohol or cocaine is of a greatly feared and bitterly regretted failure of se lf-com mand. not of a voluntary, still less a rational , choice. Thus the use of into xicating and potentially addictive chemicals is a logica l target of polici es des igned to protect people from themselves , and in fa c t drug takin g has long heen the subject of paternalist intervention . Restri ction s on the availahility of psyc hoactive substances, justified in part . hy the damage they do to those who (to all appearances voluntarily) use the m . have been around in o ne form or another for many years, although the suhstances that attract concern have varied over time. Mill's 011 Liberty, th e first comprehe nsive attack on paternalism, was written primarily in response to th e e nac tme nt in the State of Maine of a statute prohibiting alcohol consumption , which in retrospect appears as the laboratory-scale version of the Volstead Ac t.
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Paternalism and its Discontents: Drug Laws as an Example The existence of commodities and behaviors that challenge both theoretically and practically the model of rational se lf-control in the service of individual self-interest poses a problem of policy design. What is needed is a politically and organizationally sustainable aITay of laws, institutions, and programs that protect actual and potential consumers of such commodities from the harm they would otherwise do themselves , improve (or at least not further impair) their capacity to regulate their own behavior in the future, and protect others from the collateral damage. All this must be done at acceptable cost and with tolerable levels of unwanted side effects. The problem thus stated is a formidable one, but by definition it must have some best solution or set of equally good solutions in any given social context. That is not, however, the face the drug problem presents to the political process, and the actuality of drug policy demonstrates the dangers of paternalist interventions. First, paternalist policies can be expensive, because restricting powerful impulses will create powerful incentives for evasion . People convicted of drug offenses (not drug-related offenses such as theft by users or violence among dealers, but violations of the laws against manufacture, sale, and possession) now fill a quarter of America's prison cells .~4 This has two classes of undesirable effects: one on prisoners, the other on crime rates. Imprisonment creates enormous suffering for those imprisoned and their intimates and enormous social dislocation in the neighborhoods from which they are mostly drawn . Although the canons of ratiunal behavior as economists understand them would suggest that drug dealers as a class must come out ahead as a result of the drug laws (else rational persons would not enter the game), there is reason to suspect that dealing is often an irrational choice and that the net effect of the flashy, risky illicit jobs created by the dealing system is to reduce the well -being of those attracted to them 25 Retail drug dealing is precisely the sort of activity that produces less than rational behavior because the deferred and uncertain nature of the punishments for drug dealing weakens their effects on behavior when compared with the immediate and certain rewards . Only a stubborn in siste nce that all voluntary behavior must be the rational product of some set of preferences would generate the often heard assertion that retail crack dealing is a rational choice for young residents of poor urban neighborhoods. The cumulative probabilities of death, seriou s injury, addiction, and imprisonment are absurdly disproportionate to actual money received from deal -
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ing. y . Moreover. if dealers we~e rational. they would have responded to the vaslly increased severity of enforcement in the past decade by cutting back sharply on their willingness to supply drug-dealing labor at the old. rather modest. wages. thus forcing wages (and therefore prices) higher to com pensate for the increased risk. The failure of dealing wages to rise. as evidenced by the failure of retail margins in the crack trade to increase. is therefore inconsistent with economic rationality on the part of the (predominantly youthful) retail dealers. ~ 7 The extensive use of prison cells to punish dealers also reduces the supply of cells available for crimes against persons and property. While many imprisoned drug dealers also commit nondrug crimes. on average they do so at lower rates than those imprisoned for nondrug offenses. Thus crime victims also pay part of the cost of drug-related incarceration. Second. paternalist interventions sometimes increase the damage they were designed to limit. -In general. whatever forbidden behavior is not prevented will become more individually and socially damaging than it would have been if permitted. The very high prices in illicit drug markets tend to impoverish users and create incentives for them to commit property crimes or engage in prostitution or sell drugs to maintain their habits. In addition. an illicit drug is likely to be more toxic. dose for dose, because it is made to less exacting standards. unpredictably adulterated. and of uncertain potency: going blind from bathtub gin came and went with Prohibition. Third. vice laws create black markets . The illicit drug trade is marked by violence and corruption largely absent from the package-goods trade, and the money to be made from illicit dealing both attracts adolescents. especially from poor urban neighborhoods, into criminal activity and away from school or licit work and gives them motive and means to acquire highly lethal weapons . Finally. paternalist restrictions can create hostility between public authorities and the very people the law was intended to protect. The refusal of drug users to be protected from drugs and their participation in the system of lawbreaking that is thc illicit market convert them into public enemies. Messages from drug prevention campaigns sometimes reinforce that identification . Instead of trying to protect users from their own folly. the public aim hecomes to damage them as a punishment and a warning to others. This effect undercuts paternalism at its foundations by eating away at the henevolent intentions that are supposed to undergird and justify the coercive interventions .
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So, for example, the anonymous testing services that used to give buy ers of illicit drugs some protection against adulleration or mislabeling have been regulated out of business lest the reduced risk encourage drug use . Similarly, providing sterile needles to heroin users is opposed on the grounds that it would condone and encourage injection drug use. As a resull, the avoidable risks of poisoni~g and infection are added to the fundamental risks of using various mind-allering drugs .28 Despite its modest capacity to produce lasting cures (defined popularly and politically in terms of immediate and total abstinence), drug treatment is clearly cost-justified by its contribution to crime and disease prevention while the treatment is going on and thereafter. But it remains politically unpopular and badly underfunded because it appears to be a measure of assistance to those who willfully damage themselves and others. In this atmosphere of hostility the potentially valuable role of arrest and legal pressure in moving people away from addiction is perverted by making possession for personal use a crime punishable by prison. In California, for example, punching someone in the face or throwing a rock through a window is a misdemeanor, while possession- not sale, merely possession--of $5 worth of cocaine is not only a felony but a "serious felony" and thus a potential "third strike" subjecting the offender to a mandatory twenty five years to life in prison . (Drug possession, specifically possession of marijuana, accounts for more third strike sentences in California than all other crimes combined.) Insofar as one technique of paternalist intervention is preventive edu cation, the efforts of prevention campaigns can inadvertently cripple research and policy debate. To shape the behavior of schoolchildren, prevention programs tend to simplify, overdramatize, and sometimes frankly falsify the facts about drugs, drug taking, and drug users . Such accounts enter the journalistic and political pool of accepted ideas and become part of the basis on which legislators and officials make laws and policies. Critics of current policies are urged to censor themselves for fear of damaging the prevention effort. Once that point is reached, the political logic of regulating vice can easily lead to the most extreme and perverse poliCies, such as the suppression of research into the therapeutic uses of banned drugs, that no one can oppose without risking the label of legalizer. Thus paternalist policies can immunize themselves from effective criticism and thereby partly escape democratic control. Against the background assumption that healthy adults are by nature
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good stewards of their own well -being, the problem of drug addiction see ms almost inexplicable. It is tempting to treat either the drugs or the addicts or both as qualitatively special cases. The alternative would be to ack nowl edge that all humans dev iate, more or less, from full rationality. that all commodities are more or less potential objects of abuse. and that soc iety needs to fit policies to person s and circumstances . It is much more comfort able to assume instead that drugs are discontinuously different from every thing else and to forget everything else we know in making polici es toward them. Correctly understanding the theoretical underpinnings of paternalist interventions will allow us to understand and justify the regulation. and eve n the prohibition, of commodities and activities that are sources of harmless pleasure to some, or even most, of those who engage in them. This then allows us to acknowledge that the practice of taking mood-altering chemica ls is not ev iI per se but merely risky in a specific fashion, and that our policies o ught to be designed to manage those risks, whether by reducing the ri sk of any given incident or use career or by reducing the number of such inc ide nts or ca reers . This is not a less value-driven approach to policy than the o ne underlyin g the quest for a "drug-free America," but it might well be less divisive and more capable of adapting itself to actual circumstances.



Offenders as a Special Case For both practical and princi pled reasons. paternalist interventions are eas ier to justify when applied to those convicted of breaking the laws than when app ~i cd to ordinary adults . Paternalist policies can be thought of as social prosthes{'s (the phrase is Steven Hyman 's) for persons deficient in providence, prudence, and tempera nce . Those defic iencies are more common among convi cted lawbreakers, and especially among recidivists, than they are in the general population, if only because most lawbreaking has immediate and high-prohahility benefits accompanied by larger, but deferred and lower-prohahilit y, costS. 19 " The wages of sin," it has been said. "a re usua lly below the lega l minimum ." Therefore the average prisoner. parolee, or probationer will be less capable of minding his own business successfully than the average ordinary c iti zen. Moreover, hecause repeat offenders impose costs on their victims and on th ose who incur expense or forgo opportunity in order to avoid victim-
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ization, their failures of self-command constitute a social rather than a merely personal problem. The public costs of paternalist intervention are easily justified if it has as one of its side effects reduced criminal activity and therefore reduced need for imprisonment. At the level of principle, limiting the choices of those who have transgressed against the rights of others seems much less in conflict with the norms of liberal society than limiting the choices of those who have not done so. Advocates of paternalist interventions cannot deny that sllch poli cies limit (at least prima facie and in the short run) the freedom of those subjected to them, and that inevitably some of those whose freedom is limited will wind up worse off as a result of the intervention . (This is emphati cally true if one uses the values of the subjects rather than those of the policymakers as the basis for evaluating "better off' and "worse off.") That puts a heavy onus of moral justification on the advocates of any given paternalist policy. But some loss of liberty is incident to virtually any punishment, and loss of liberty seems to be an apposite response to the abuse of liberty that constitutes the original offense. The long-term interest of the offender in becoming a better steward of his own well-being coincides with the com mon interest of the offender and his neighbors in returning him to compli ance with the laws , even against the offender's immediate preferences and will. All these reasons suggest that punishment should be shaped, to the extent possible technically within the bounds set by proportionality, to serve those paternalist and mixed-paternalist goals: should be shaped, that is , to the end of rehabilitation.



Drug-Involved Offenders The two special cases I have discussed unite when drug use by con victed offenders is considered. The special characteristics of drug taking suggest that there will be more call for paternalist intervention in that realm of behavior than in most others; the special characteristics of offenders make them especially appropriate targets for such interventions. Because all of these matters involve degree rather than kind and probabilities rather than certainties, it will not be the case that all drug taking by all offenders requires or repays paternalist intervention. But attention is naturally drawn to what might be done around offender drug taking for the benefit of offenders and the rest of us.
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Muc h has been made of the contrihution of drug taking, and especially of illicit drug taking . to criminality : perhaps too much . If, as I have argued. repeatedly committing crimes and losing control of one's drug taking ren ec t s imilar failures of self-command, it is not surprising that there is a more -than -ralldom overlap between the population of chronic high-dose drug takers and the population of repeat offenders. Moreover, the artificially high prices created by prohibition and enforcement guarantee that, in poor neighhorhoods, only those with illicit sources of income have the wherewithal to use suhstantial quantities of heroin and cocaine. Biographica l evidence suggests that the arrow of causation points at least as much from criminal activity to hard drugs as it does from hard drugs to criminal activity : most heroin -using criminals started to steal before they started to use heroin . Thus the observation that 50 percent or more of felony arrestees in big cities test positive for coca ine does not imply that eliminating cocaine taking would eliminate 50 percent of the crimes, any more than the ohservation that many lawyer-lobbyists drive Mercedes-Benzes implies that outlawing the importation of luxury automobiles would reduce influence peddling. '(I Nonetheless. it remains true that continued use of expensive drugs by those who pay for their habits from the proceeds of their crimes virtually guarantees continued criminal activity. Among offenders the use of expensive drugs predicts hoth high -rate offending and persistence in crime. Therefore any policy to deal with hard-core offenders need s to address their suhstance ahuse prohlems. Moreover, offenders make an enormous finan cial contrihution to the illicit drug-dealing industries, with all of their un desirahle side e ffects : violence. disorder, corruption. enforcement expense, imprisonment, and the diversion of adolescents in poor urban neighborhoods away from sc hool and licit work and toward drug dealing. The numhers are startling . Ahout four-fifths of the coca ine and heroin sold is consumed by heavy, rather than casual . users. The prec ise proportion depends, of course, on the definition of heol'\'. but all of the plausihle Jefinitions have to do with people who spe nd more than $1 o.no() a yea r on their chosen drugs; for cocaine, this group accounts for somewhere hetween one-fifth and one-quarter of all the c urre nt (in the past month) use rs 'l This highly skewed distribution of cons umption volumes accords with the general heuri stic principle known as Pare to 's Law. which holds that 80 percent of the volume of any activity is accounted for by 2() pe rcent of the participants. and with what is known
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about the distribution of alcohol consumption. It is also supported by a comparison of consumption-based and enforcement-based estimates of cocaine volumes: a projection of cocaine users' reports on how much they consume accounts for only about 30 metric tons of cocaine a year, while enforcement data suggest total consumption of about 300 metric tons .12 That gap implies the existence of an unmeasured hard core that accounts for the bulk of the consumption . In any case no plausible definition of ca sual use, multiplied by the survey-estimated number of users, could ac count for any substantial proportion of the $30 billion estimated annual cocaine market. B Statistics from the Drug Use Forecasting (DUF) system: soon to be renamed the Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring (ADAM) system, suggest that the hidden population of heavy users consists mainly of frequent offenders .H Although not all of those who are arrested and who test positive for cocaine are heavy users, the short detection window (forty-eight to sev enty-two hours) for the urine monitoring of cocaine use means that heavy users are likely to account for most of the positive tests after arrests. By one calculation, about 1.7 million different heavy cocaine users are arrested for felonies in the course of any given year, or about three-quarters of the esti mated 2.2 million total heavy users ..l5 When not in prison or jail, these useroffenders tend to be on probation or parole. If heavy users account for 80 percent of the cocaine, and if three-quarters of them are in the criminal justice population, then 60 percent of the total cocaine is sold to persons under (nominal) criminal justice supervision. Therefore any short- to medium-term effort aimed at reducing demand for cocaine must focus on this group, on the principle that if you are going duck hunting, you have to go where the ducks are .



Current Policies for Dealing with Addict-Offenders Neither current drug policies nor current correctional policies offer any real hope of substantially reducing drug consumption by user-offenders. The drug policy triad of prevention-enforcement-treatment is largely irrel evant to them . First, prevention. Not only is it obviously futile to try to prevent what has already occurred , there is no evidence that either school-based or media-based drug prevention messages have much to say to those who are
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likely to develop into drug-involved offenders, as opposed to the middleclass kids whose parents' concerns dominate the political side of drug policy. (A foclls on preventing drug dealing, using some mix of messages to change attitudes and other policies to shrink dealing opportunities, might be more relevant, but that idea is nowhere near the policy agenda. )J6 Second, by making drugs more expensive and harder to obtain, enforcement can reduce both consumption by current users and the initiation rate . Compared with the hypothetical baselines of either legalization or zero enforcement, prohibition and enforcement have certainly been successful : cocaine on the illicit market costs twenty times the price of the licit pharmaceutical product, and much of the population has no easy access to the drug . But the capacity of more enforcement to drive prices higher or even to prevent continued price declines is very limited, as the explosion of drug law enforcement in the past fifteen years demonstrates. Of all users, the hard -core user-offenders are least likely to find themselves unable to acquire supplies .17 Third, a wide variety of treatments has been shown to be effective in reducing drug consumption and criminal activity while the treatment lasts, seemingly regardless of whether entry into treatment is voluntary or coerced . 1R But even if there were sufficient treatment slots in programs appropriate to the criminal justice population, and even if treatment providers were motivated to serve user-offenders rather than other less refractory cli ents, there would remain the problem of recruitment and retention. Although some user-offenders want to quit and even want to quit enough to go through the discomforts of the treatment process, many prefer, or act as if they preferred. cocaine or heroin, as long as they can get it. In the abstract there is a good case for expanding treatment capacity, focusing treatment on the user-offender population whose continued drug use imposes such high costs and using the courts, prisons, and community corrections institutions to force them to enter, remain in , and comply with trea tment. Adding drug treatment to incarceration makes sense, and good in-prison treatment with gnod follow -up after release has been shown to reduce recidivism by about one-fifth .1Q This more than pays for itself in budget terms alone. But the unpopularity of user-offenders makes the funding problems difficult if not insoluble; the capacity and willingness of treatment providers to address the needs of this population remain unclear; and the administrative problems of enforcing treatment attendance and compliance through
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the criminal justice system are daunting . Starting from the current political situation and the current capacities and practices of the treatment system and the criminal justice system, it would be fatuous to expect expanded availability of treatment to generate large changes in overall drug demand in the next several years. So much for the repertoire of standard drug policies. Turning to corrections policies, one sees a picture not much brighter. The routine functioning of the courts and corrections system does very little to address the substance abuse of those assigned to it, and much of that little is wrong . Nominally, those on probation or parole are required to abstain from illegal activity, including drug possession, as a condition of their continued liberty. Almost all states give probation and parole officials the authority to administer drug tests, and a positive test constitutes a violation of the terms of conditional release. Positive test results are thus grounds for sanctions, including revocation of conditional release status and thus incarceration or reincarceration for a period up to the original nominal sentence. In practice, however, most parole and (especially) probation offices are underbudgeted and overwhelmed by their caseloads; a big-city probation officer may be "managing" 150 offenders at a time.40 Funds for testing are scarce, and facilities for testing, including equipment and staff to observe the specimen collection, even more so. If-the specimens are sent out for analysis, turnaround time is measured in ·days . As a result, even special intensive supervision efforts rarely test more than once a month, and routine probation tests much less frequently than that:' Thus a probationer on intensive supervision who uses cocaine or heroin has les~ than one chance in ten of being detected on any given occasion of use. (Ironically, mari juana use is detectable for up to a month, making it the most likely to be caught.) The result is widespread drug use and therefore high rates of detection even with infrequent testing. That leaves the corrections system in a bind. In most states, probation and parole officers have no individual power to apply sanctions: they can only refer their wayward clients back to the parole board or the court with a recommendation that conditional release status he revoked and the offender incarcerated . For probationers, the revocation hearing is a full adversarial proceeding; parole revocation is often simpler and usually swifter, but in any case there is a substantial burden of paperwork . If the judge or parole board takes any action against the offender (by
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no means assured given the problems of crowding in prisions) it is likely to be severe : a few months behind bars is typical, and offenders have been sent back to finish multiyear sentences for a single positive marijuana test. As a result, there are strong incentives, especially in the probation system , not to take every positive test back to the judge. Probationers may be counseled, warned, or referred to treatment providers several times before being (in the perhaps unintentionally graphic jargon term) "violated." It is hard to fault probation officers for attempting to jawbone their charges out of drug use rather than proceeding immediately to drastic measures . But the resulting system could hardly be more perverse in its effects. An offender who has a strong craving for cocaine or heroin is put in a situation in which the probability of detection conditional on one use is rather small, and the probability of punishment conditional on detection, although larger, is still unknown and far less than certainty. For a hypotheti cal rational actor the cumulative probability of eventually going to, or back to, pri son for a period of months would be an ample deterrent. The expected value of the punishment would be greater than the user would willingly risk for the pleasure of a single evening with his favorite drug, and the randomness of the punishment would increase its disutility for anyone appropriately risk averse . That is to say, the current system would be adequate , although still not optimal, to deter drug use by the sort of people who make and administer the laws. Those who run afoul of the laws tend to behave differently. Crackaddicted burglars are much less likely to make careful comparisons between c urrent be nefits and anticipated future costs. Otherwise they would be neither addicted nor burglars, since neither frequent crack smoking nor burglary is an activity with positive expected utility on any reasonable estimate of values and probabilities. The key to fixing the situation is to adapt the penalty structure to the decisionmaking styles of the people whose behavior one is trying to influence. That means swift and certain, though relatively mild, punishment rather than randomized draconianism .



Diversion and Drug Courts Drug diversion and drug courts are the two major categories of special programs that attempt to use the authority of the criminal justice system to reduce drug taking by offenders. Each is useful but limited in its effects.
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Drug diversion involves offering a defendant the option of a deferred, suspended, or probationary sentence in lieu of possible incarceration on the condition of receiving treatment for drug abuse. Diversion programs vary enormously. Some are formal treatment plans administered under the sys tem called TASC (an acronym that once stood for "treatment alternatives to street crime" but now represents "treatment alternatives for special clients"), a network of specialists who find treatment placements for court-referred clients, monitor their progress, and report to the court on treatment compliance . Others are as simple as a judge's demand for "thirty in thirty" (attendance at thirty twelve-step meetings in the next thirty days) from someone accused of public intoxication or drunk driving. In drug courts the judge acts as the case manager rather than delegating the responsibility to a TASC provider. Defendants come in frequently to review their treatment compliance and results of drug tests and are praised or rebuked for good or bad conduct by the judge in open court. After a period of months the defendant is sentenced on the original offense, with the promise that the sentence will reflect his presentencing behavior. Because they are built around the idea of treatment, many diversion programs and drug courts put as much emphasis on showing up for treatment sessions as they do on staying away from drug use. Moreover, most TASC programs and drug courts do not rely much on immediate sanctions to enforce compliance. Instead, they depend either on the threat of removal from the program and sentencing on the original charge (for diversion programs) or the fact that sentencing is still to come (for drug courts). Many judges in drug courts believe that praise or reproof from the bench, backed with the judge's reserve powers of incarceration, will serve as sufficiently potent and immediate rewards and punishments without resorting to more fllaterial actions. Doubtless, they are right with respect to some judges and some offenders. What diversion programs and drug courts have in common is that participation is voluntary (defendants can, and some do, choose routine sen tencing instead) and is restricted to defendants whom the court and the prosecution are prepared not to incarcerate if they will just clean up their acts . By their nature as alternatives to incarceration, the programs cannot apply to those whose crimes have been especially severe. That excludes most violent crimes, and the federal law providing funding for drug courts also specifies that defendants admitted to treatment have no prior convictions for violent offenses. Thus many of the most troublesome offenders,
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those whose drug consumption it would be most valuable to influence, are excluded from the beginning. Moreover, budget constraints limit drug court and diversion populations; there is no mechanism by which the net cost savings they likely gene rate for the corrections system are recycled into program operations. Budgetary stringency reinforces the programs' limited scope and creates a strong incentive for limited duration as well. Typically, supervision under such programs lasts for periods measured in months, compared with the years or decades of typical careers in addiction and crime. This is not only a budgetary matter; it also derives from the limited leverage prosecutors have over most of the offenders eligible for diversion or drug court processing. Offenders who refuse to enter these voluntary special programs and choose routine processing instead face relatively short prison or jail stays. In practice, some defendants prefer a short fixed period of incarceration to a longer period of supervision that may lead to incarceration if they backslide. The longer the period of supervision, the greater the temptation to just do the time and get it over with. Thus limited scope and limited duration put an upper bound on the potential impact of diversion and drug courts. Making a larger impact requires a more comprehensive approach.



Coerced Abstinence To make a visible dent in the drug consumption of addict-offenders, America needs a system that will extend the kind of supervisory capacity represented by drug courts and diversion programs to a larger proportion of offenders for longer periods. The system would have to be simple enough to be operated successfully by ordinary judges and probation officers rather than enthusiasts, cheap enough to be possible within budgetary constraints, and sparing of scarce treatment and confinement capacity. One option would be to substitute, to the maximum feasible extent, test- . ing and automatic sanctions for treatment services and personal attention from a judge. Instead of coerced treatment, this approach might be called coerced ahstillellce because it focuses on reduced drug consumption rather than on the intermediate goals of treatment entry, retention , and compliance. Here is how such a system might work : - Prohationers and parolees are screened for cocaine, heroin , or meth amphetamine use, using drug tests and reviews of records .
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- Those identified as users. either at the beginning of their terms or by random testing thereafter. are subject to twice weekly drug tests . They may choose any two days of the week and any times of day for the tests as long as the two chosen times are separated by at least seventy-two hours. In effect. there is no window for undetected use. - Every positive test earns the offender a brief (perhaps two-day) period of incarceration. (The length of the sanction and whether and how sharply sanctions should increase with repeated violations is a question best determined by trial and error. and the best answer may vary from place to place.) Missed tests count as positive tests (perhaps the sanction should be somewhat greater to discourage absconding). - The sanction is applied immediately. and no official has the authority to waive or modify it. (Perhaps employed users with no recent failures should be allowed to defer their confinement until the weekend to avoid the risk of losing their jobs.) The offender is entitled to a hearing only on the question of whether the test result is accurate; the penalty itself is fixed . - After some long period (perhaps six months) of no missed or positive tests. or alternatively the achievement of some score on a point system. offenders are eligible for less frequent testing. Continued good conduct leads to removal to inactive status. with only random testing. To operate successfully. such a program will require: -the capacity to do tests at locations reasonably accessible to those being tested (since they have to appear twice a week); --on-the-spot test results. both to shrink the time gap between misconduct and punishment and to reduce the administrative burden of notifying violators and bringing them back; - the capacity for quick-turnaround (within hours) verification tests on demand; --either authority to apply sanctions after an administrative hearing or the availability of an on-call judge who can hear a case immediately ; -confinement spaces that are available on demand to hold short-term detainees; and - the capacity to quickly apprehend those who fail to show up for testing. None of these requirements should be. in principle. impossible to ful fill ; but having all of them together and reliably available may well lie beyond possibility in many jurisdictions unless extraordinary political force is brought to bear. Thus if elected officials do not make coerced abstinence one of their goals, the system is unlikely to become a reality.
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"Coerced abstinence" would be an appropriate label for a wide variety of progams. Shaping any particular program will require the resolution of some major design issues. One important but tricky decision involves what drugs to test for, both at the initial screening and under continuing monitoring. There is a strong case for omitting marijuana, at least at the initial screening. Because marijuana residues remain detectable for long periods and the drug is widely used, any program that does not exclude it is likely to have a substantial proportion of clients who use marijuana only. The individual and social benefits from reducing marijuana demand among offenders do not approach the benefits from reducing cocaine, methamphetamine, and herojn use. But once an offender is identified as a cocaine, methamphetamine, or heroin user, it may be that continued marijuana use will prove to be a risk factor for backsliding because acquiring it requires contact with drug sellers and because marijuana intoxication reduces sensitivity to the consequences of actions, which makes deterring offenders from using other drugs more difficult. These concerns, then, suggest that initial screenings should exclude marijuana but that ongoing monitoring should include it. An especially touchy question is whether alcohol should be included in the list of drugs forbidden and tested for. Alcohol's very short detection window means that only very recent use can be discovered. Its legal status reduces the surface justification for forbidding it to offenders, but its link to violence (and complementarity with cocaine) creates a strong argument for prohibiting its use anyway. Alcohol could be another candidate for exclusion from preliminary screening but inclusion in routine testing. The case for an automatic, and therefore necessarily formulaic, sanctions structure is very strong. But such a structure must start out with relatively mild sanctions or the program will collapse of its own weight as its confinement capacity fills and it becomes unable to deliver the sanctions it threatens. There is no analytic answer to the questions of how to start out and how rapidly or how strongly to increase the severity of sanctions as violations are repeated . Policy must be determined empirically in each jurisdiction. Just as important as the sanctions structure is the reward structure: that rewards shape behavior more powerfully than punishments do is well estahlished. Of course, the political problems of rewarding lawbreakers for obeying the law are substantial , so the best compromise may be to use praise and reduced supervision as the primary forms of reward. Collecting a participation fee or fine at the beginning of the treatment that could then
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be returned in small increments for each clean test might also greatly reduce the failure rate. After an offender complies with program regulations for some speci fied time, the need to further reward desired behavior and to allay budget pressures argues that supervision should be reduced. Specifying a program will involve deciding when and how quickly to phase down the testing schedule, the nature of the ongoing monitoring, and what to do with those who backslide under reduced supervision. Another crucial set of practical issues involves how to apprehend absconders and what sort of confinement capacity to maintain for violators. Again, these issues are highly context dependent. Some participants will prove unable or unwilling to reform under punitive pressure alone. For them, treatment is essential, ifonly to reduce the burden they put on confinement capacity. In addition, it is probably true that the availability of treatment, or perhaps even a requirement to accept treatment, would reduce violation rates. What sort of paid treatment to offer (and how to make use of the Twelve-Step programs), to whom it should be offered, and whether and under what circumstances it should be required, are all open questions on which research could usefully be done.



Benefits and Costs The benefits and costs of coerced abstinence programs will depend on details of their implementation, local conditions, and the (as yet unknown) behavior of offenders assigned to them . High levels of compliance will translate into great benefits and modest costs, low levels into high costs and few benefits. Only experience, ideally in the form of well-designed experiments, will allow informed judgments about whether, where, and how to put the concept of coerced abstinence into practice. Still, it is possible to estimate some of the benefits and costs of such programs under specified assumptions about design and results. Those calculations support the idea that coerced abstinence deserves thorough trials. The primary benefit would be reduced abuse of the drugs tested for (partly but not totally offset by the substitution of other drugs), due not only to the deterrent effect of the sanctions but also to the tourniquet effect of interfering with incipient relapses before they can turn into full-fledged runs of heavy use. In a District of Columbia Drug Court experiment . coer-
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cion outperformed (admittedly not very good) treatment. 42 This would suggest that successful coercion programs might match the two-thirds reduction in drug consumption typical of users under treatment. If that estimate is accurate, and if all the high-dose user-offenders were under testing and sanctions, and if they accounted for 60 percent of total hard-drug consumption, dealers' revenues would be reduced by 40 percent. No other feasible antidrug program offers hope of comparable market shrinkage. Smaller markets would mean diminished access for potential new users, neighborhoods protected from the side effects of illicit markets (most notably violence), fewer adolescents and young adults diverted from school or legitimate work into dealing, less diversion of police effort into drug law enforcement, and less prison capacity diverted into holding convicted dealers. With a fourth of prison cells now occupied by persons serving sentences for drug dealing offenses,43 shrinking that number by 40 percent would allow either a 10 percent cut in prison spending, for a savings of about $3 .5 billion per year, or increased imprisonment (numbers of offenders or time served or both) for nondealing offenses.44 The direct benefits for offenders of reduced consumption are comparably diverse: improved health, improved social functioning (job, family, neighhorhood), and reduced crime by the offenders subject to testing. This would lead to reduced imprisonment among a population whose members tend to cycle in and out of confinement. With drug-involved offenders committing about half of all felonies committed in big cities, these potential benefits are great, though it would not be reasonable to expect a shrinkage in crime proportionate to the shrinkage in drug use. 45 But if the reduction in overall offending were even half as large as the reduction in drug consumption, and if the sort of drug-involved offenders who would be subject to coerced abstinence account for 40 percent of the population behind bars for other than drug dealing offenses, that would be another 13 percent of total confinement capacity (costing about $4 billion a year) saved, giving states the option of cutting their prison budgets or increasing deterrence and incapacitation for nondrug offenses. A reliably operating system of coerced abstinence as part of probation and parole could also be expected to change the confinement decisions of judges and parole boards. By making probation or parole more meaningful alternatives to incarceration, a system of coerced abstinence should lead to more use of such nonincarcerative sanctions in otherwise borderline cases . Instead of having to guess whether a drug-involved offender will go straight
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this time, the decisionmaker can allow the offender to select himself for conditional freedom or confinement by his drug taking behavior as revealed by urine tests . Coerced abstinence could also be expected to have beneficial effects on the treatment system. Some of those now referred to treatment by the courts would show themselves, under the steady pressure of testing and sanctions and perhaps with the aid of a Twelve-Step fellowship or similar self-help group, capable of abstaining from drug use without treatment, thus freeing treatment slots for those who need them. Those in treatment would have increased incentive to succeed, with the pressure coining not from the therapist or the program but from an external force . Those not in treatment who found themselves incapable of complying on their own would have a strong incentive to find treatment; their repeated failure would bring their treatment need to the attention of the courts and community corrections authorities, while the cost of their continual short confinements would create a financial incentive for the local government to provide it. The cost picture is somewhat simpler, although still speculative until there are some working models to study. The important elements of cost would be testing operations, probation or parole supervision, the capacity to enforce sanctions and make arrests, and treatment. A cost calculation will require both unit cost and volume estimates. For unit costs, one can assume the following: - Community corrections officers at $60,000 a year, including fringe benefits, overhead, and supervision. Police officers at $100,000 a year, also inclusive. - Testing at $5 :for a five-drug screen. this is less than most agencies currently pay, but consistent with the current costs in the mass-production District of Columbia Pretrial Services Agency and reasonable given the testing volumes that would exist with a full -scale national program of coerced abstinence. - Confinement costs of $50 a day, less than a typical jail but consistent with the reduced need for services and security for short-term confinement: roughly the cost of a mediocre motel room . - Treatment at $5,000 a year, renecting a blend of methadone substi tuti on, outpatient drug-free counseling, and therapeutic communities for the most intractable (partly a design decision). In terms of volume it can he assumed that : - Ten percent of the tests will be positive or no-shows. (This should
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be realistic for early stages of the program but perhaps pessimistic once the reliability of the tests and sanctions has been established in the minds of participants.) - The average sanction for a violation will be three days . - Ten percent of active cases will be in mandated (paid) treatment, over and above those who would have been in treatment in the absence of the program . This is a guess and partly a design decision . - One-quarter of the population that originally qualified for active testing will have complied to the point of being moved to some form of lowcost monitoring and will not have been moved back to active testing as a result of a violation. This is another guess and partly a design decision. - One probation or parole officer can manage 50 active testing and sanctions cases. - One police offiGt


Sources of Resistance Anyone advocating a major change in the way part of the public's busi ness is done must confront the public sector version of the old question, "If yer so dumed smart, why ain't ye rich?" If this is such a good idea, why is it not being pursued? A variety of conceptual, organizational, and practical barriers stand in the way of developing testing and sanctions into a working piece of administrative machinery.
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First, a program of testing and sanctions challenges current understanding of deterrence and addiction. It seems difficult to believe that small sanctions would prove effective deterrents to offenders so signally resistant to the threat of more serious punishment. This resembles the question posed about bottle-deposit laws in beverage industry TV spots: "If a $500 fine doesn ' t stop a litterbug, what is a 5 cent deposit going to do?" The answer, of course, was that the fine was largely notional, but the nickel would actually be collected. To some, the concept of addiction as a disease involving loss of voluntary control over drug taking implies that threats cannot change addictive behavior. This idea is related to the empirically discredited but still powerful notion that addiction implies that changes in price have little impact on the quantity purchased (inelastic demand).46 There is evidence from experiments with laboratory animals that addictive demand is sensitive both to price (in the form of effort required to obtain drugs) and the consequences of drug use.47 Experiments with humans have shown that small but immediate rewards for nonuse of drugs can substantially improve treatment success among those trying to quit. 48 Because even pathological behaviors can still be responsive to consequences, the disease model of addiction does not rule out the possibility that coerced abstinence can succeed. Nonetheless, the notion that addicts are sick and therefore unresponsive to incentives remains powerful and a strong source of resistance to proposals for testing and sanctions. In ideological terms a system of testing and sanctions does not, at least at first blush, satisfy either the moralistic and punitive or the compassionate and therapeutic impulses that dominate political discours~ about drug use, although it has something to offer each side. That, plus its conceptual complexity, makes it unattractive as a political campaign proposal, except in the masquerade of yet another get-tough-on-drugs program. Alongside this lack of popular appeal is active unpopularity with an important interest group: treatment advocates. The primary form this resistance has taken has been an attempt to redefine testing-and-saRctions proposals of programs of coerced treatment or treatment needs assessment for the offender population . By no means do all treatment providers dislike coerced abstinence, but it tends to encounter resistance on three grounds. Ideologically, it seems to be in tension with the disease concept of addiction, which is central to treatment providers' self-understanding. In eco-
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nomic tenns, coerced abstinence is one more competitor for scarce funds . (Curiously, proponents of drug courts, who might also have been expected to consider a system of testing and sanctions a competitor for funding, have instead been rather friendly toward the idea.) But at a deeper level, those with a strong commitment to drug treatment may reasonably regard testing and sanctions as an inferior substitute for treatment. For some drug-involved offenders, removal of drug dependency would allow them to live much happier lives. But for many, drug habits are only a part, and not the largest part, of their problems. Drug treatment often involves addressing far more than drug problems, which is most evident in therapeutic communities with their holistic attempt to reshape character but is also reflected in the provision of job, family, and social service counseling by many outpatient drug treatment programs. From the viewpoint of those most concerned about persons with addictions, testing and sanctions threaten to provide much if not most of the benefits of treatment from the viewpoint of crime victims and government budgets while not providing the other services those suffering from addiction need. Nor are the agencies that would be most effected by coerced abstinence , the ones that would have to do most of the work, necessarily its supporters. Probation departments, usually badly overworked and understaffed, have not in general been aggressive in seeking out new missions and responsibilities. Police are anything but eager to make warrant service a high priority, although shifts toward community policing and the policy of holding area commanders responsible for reducing rates of criminal activity may be changing that attitude. Corrections officials are not looking for new business, especially not for the short-stay clients whose processing takes so much effort. Moreover, by contrast with alternatives such as mandatory sentencing that are virtually self-implementing once legislation is passed, the interagency coordination required to make a program of testing and sanctions a success will require enonnous effort on the part of whoever takes on the entrepreneurial responsibility. Finally, coerced abstinence suffers from two budget mismatches, one of timing and one of level of government. Even if such a program turns out to be cost neutral or better in the long run, it would involve significant immediate costs and make immediate demands on scarce confinement capacity. The long-tenn savings are likely to be dismissed as typical pro-
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gram-advocate pie in the sky. Similarly. it is a rare county executive or sheriff who is eager to spend the county's resources on testing and sanctions to save the governor money in the form of reduced prison spending.



Experience No large jurisdiction has instituted testing and sanctions on the model described here as part of routine probation and parole supervision. Scattered judges have created such programs on their own initiative, and informal reports suggest good results, but there have been no published evaluations. In any case such pioneer efforts often tum out to rely too heavily on the charismatic characteristics of their founders to be easily replicable. There have been four systematic efforts. Santa Cruz County, California, instituted aggressive testing of known heroin users on probation in the late 1980s, along with a focused crackdown on street-level dealing. The county reported a 22 percent reduction in burglaries the following year, when burglaries were slightly up in adjacent comparable counties, but there was no careful examination of the relationship, if any. between the testing and the burglary reduction .49 The Multnomah County (Portland), Oregon, Drug Testing and Evaluation Program looked like a testing-and-sanctions program at the outset but evolved into merely one more tool for the probation officer. In the end it had neither continuity of testing, predictability of sanctions, nor program integrity (in terms of which offenders were subject to it and which not). No firm conclusion could be drawn about its performance. 50• Project Sentry in Lansing, Michigan, has provided mostly short-term testing for drug-involved offenders on probation or presentencing release (about one-third of them felons) during the past twenty-five years. In the 29,652 specimens collected in the fifteen months ended December 31, 1996. there were 3,061 positive tests (each drug tested for counted as one test). If each positive test represented a different specimen, the positive rate per specimen would have been just over 10 percent; double counting for mul tiple drugs detected from a single specimen would bring that figure down somewhatY The largest controlled trial has been the "sanctions track" of the District of Columbia Drug Court, where defendants randomly assigned to twicea-week testing with immediate sanctions based on a formula have taken
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drugs less often than have those mandated to treatment or those assigned to routine drug court processing (with test results reviewed by a judge and considered at sentencing time). Because the drug court is not restricted to drug-defined offenses but includes drug-involved defendants facing a variety of charges, this result may have some application to the broader run of felony and misdemeanor offenders. But the fact that the drug court is a voluntary diversion program limits the inferences that can be drawn about the potential of testing and sanctions as an element of routine probation. 52 The Breaking the Cycle program in Birmingham, Alabama, now getting under way with federal research funding, is intended to be a full-scale test combining testing and sanctions with treatment. Details of program implementation have yet to b~ announced, but an elaborate evaluation is planned and some results should be available sometime in 1998.



Experimental Approaches Two S0I1s of experiments ought to be done to help define the feasibility and utility of programs based on testing and sanctions: one taking the offender as the unit of analysis, the other taking the jurisdiction. Given the variety of c ircumstances and possible program implementations, each type of experiment should probably be run in more than one location . A strong argument can be made for a shakedown period of program development before any formal evaluation starts. Too many promising innovations have run aground on the shoals of single, premature evaluations. At the individual level, one would want to test the extent to which offenders subject to a well -implemented testing and sanctions program would modify their drug-taking behavior and the effect of those modifications on crime and social functioning. That same test would provide estimates of failure rates and thus of the demand for sanctions. At its simplest, an experiment would involve the random assignment of offenders to either business-as-usual processing or testing and sanctions. Introducing systematic variation within the testing-and-sanctions condition would complicate the experimental design, but it would help answer questions about the opti mal sanctions structure and the appropriate role of formal treatment. Jurisdi ction -level ex periments would be, in effect, pilot implementations, with results compared either to control jurisdictions or historical results . Either basi s of comparison brings with it significant methodological
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problems, but there are two sets of questions that can be answered only at the jurisdictional level. How closely can the actual performance of courts, probation, police, corrections, and treatment organizations approach to the theoretical design of a testing and sanctions program? What effect would such a program have on the local drug markets? Here the quantities of interest would include the level of dealing activity, the extent of marketrelated disorder and violence, and the numbers of dealing-related arrests, convictions, and sentences.



Recent Developments Proposals for coerced abstinence never gained any traction in the Bush administration; concerns about undue interference with the automony of the states proved overwhelming. The idea started to float in Clinton administration circles almost from the beginning of the first term, but they were sidetracked into the more treatment-oriented Breaking the Cycle experiment and never emerged into political prominence. During the run-up to the 1996 elections, however, coerced abstinence was adopted, first as an administration proposal and then as a law requiring every state to create a program of testing and sanctions for drug-involved offenders as a condition of receiving federal grants to build prisons. At minimum, every state will now have to consider whether and how to make coerced abstinence based on testing and sanctions abstinence a part of the criminal justice process. Maryland has already announced a pilot program in Baltimore, and planning is also under way in Massachusetts. 53 The current approach to drug-involved offenders makes so little sense from any perspective that something has to replace it. Perhaps that something will tum out to be some version of coerced abstinence.
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